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2 Core Programming: Pg. 25 - 38

6 44 Adopt 28

[Under "Support Others"]
ACPD is committed to
partnering with the JJDPC
to develop a program in
which youth are paid for
their work...

ACPD is committed to exploring a program in
which youth are paid for their work... ACPD

7 45
Remove for further

discussion 28

[Suggested addition would
be added to the end of the
definition of "Support
Others"]

In partnership with ACPD, the JJDPC will
immediately create a youth income plan,
outlining the process in which youth can earn
income during and after their incarceration.
While the details of the plan are still in progress,
youth shall be given the opportunity to earn no
less than $500 per month (this amount is
aligned with cutting-edge research, stating that
merely $500 per month can support agency and
a reduction of stress and anxiety).

Erin Palacios &
Vamsey
Palagummi

8 46

Adopt language
proposed by ACPD see

tab "Programmatic
Advisory Committee" 29

[Regarding Programmatic
Advisory Subcommittee]

Extensive edits - see tab "Programmatic
Advisory Committee"

ACPD; Erin
Palacios &
Vamsey
Palagummi

20 58
Adopt (with edited

language) 36

Ideally these services
would be provided by ROC
at Laney Community
College. This organization
would be supported by
ACOE and Probation.

Ideally these services would be provided by
programs such as the ROC at Laney
Community College. This organization would be
supported by ACOE and Probation.

Suggestion to
delete by ACPD;
edits in green
made by IJ based
on 10/14
discussion

23

Reentry Planning,
Coordination, &
Services: Pg 38 - 45



25 63

Adopt items 40a-40j;
Reject items 40k-40cc

[per next tab "TA's
suggestions for Phased

Approach'] 40
[Regarding "Phased
Approach"] Significant suggested additions Trevor Arceneaux


